
Systems installed earlier than 2014 have Type 1 metering – where the

solar is metered on its own channel and exported to the grid before being

used at the home. In other words, Type 1 metered houses are buying all

their energy from the grid and exporting all their solar. People with older

systems therefore tend to overestimate the value of their premium. In

contrast, newer Type 2 metered systems only measure the ‘excess’ energy

to and from the grid. 

In the Solar Connect VPP, meter changeovers, (which are required when

solar systems are upgraded) will be free of charge. Power and Water will

also cover the network application fees – saving $733 (1-phase) or $856

(3-phase). 

1:1 Feed in Tariffs (FiT) helped drive early uptake of solar. Nowadays,

with so many rooftop systems creating a glut of solar energy in the middle

of the day, exported solar energy is less valuable to the grid and needs to

be carefully managed by the utilities. As a result of this, feed-in-tariffs

across the country have been reduced. The upside to the drop in FiTs is a

rise in battery storage systems being installed as householders try to use

and store as much of their solar power as possible.

REBATES AND OFFERS
The NT Government's Home and Business Battery Scheme (HBBS) is

offering up to $6,000 for battery systems. On top of that, Future Grid is

providing $500 for new, eligible batteries in the Solar Connect VPP trial

9kWh in size or greater. Plus you'll receive a $50/month VPP credit during

the trial. These deals won't be around for long- the time to upgrade is

now.

There are many reasons to consider upgrading an ageing solar system - particularly if
your system was installed more than 10 years ago.  By upgrading and installing an
eligible solar + battery system, you could be part of Alice Springs Future Grid's
innovative Solar Connect VPP trial and take advantage of over $1,000 in offers.

UPGRADING YOUR SOLAR SYSTEM

SYSTEM SIZE AND AGE
Many Alice Springs residents installed solar systems during the Alice Solar

City project. These systems were typically small (1.7kW) compared to the

6.6kW systems commonly seen today. These ageing systems would be

producing significantly less energy than when initially installed. And, while

older inverters often outlast the 5-year warranties and reach their expected

10-year life, they tend to lose functionality over time. Eventually an

upgrade is required which could prompt a tariff change for customers on

the 1:1 feed-in tariff.

METERING ARRANGEMENT

1:1 FIT

www.alicespringsfuturegrid.com.au/vpp
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